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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
“You get a strange feeling when you’re about to leave a place... like you’ll not only miss the people
you love but you’ll miss the person you are now at this time and this place, because you’ll never be
this way ever again.” -Azar Nafisi, Reading Lolita In Tehran

On our last night abroad, what did we expect to miss
most once we returned home? The colors and flavors
of our host countries? The friends we made, whose
daily lives would continue uninterrupted despite our
absence? The niche we had carved in a world that
started out so foreign?
Something we might not have considered was how
much we would miss ourselves, at least, the versions
of ourselves that we became while abroad. Our slowlygained expertise in navigating the foreign streets
between our homes and our universities, our casual
mastery of slang that was once gibberish to us, the
way we could sing along to the music of our host
countries without even thinking about it; all things we
could not take with us on the plane the next morning.
This year’s edition of Passage showcases the selves
we were while abroad. What we saw, felt, and
documented were essential in forging new identities
abroad. Now, for the class of 2015, sharing pieces of
those identities becomes part of forging a new “self”
back home.
Mallory Zink ’15, Editor-in-Chief
Emily Kotz ’15, Photo Editor
Colin Smith ’15, Layout Editor
Allison Hammerly ’15, Copy Editor
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Faiz Khaja Ducks, Vietnam

Hannah Jones Mystras, Greece
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Courtney Wise Lake Tsomgo, India

Abigail Keizer Ngor Afternoon, Senegal
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MENACING HIPPOS: THANKSGIVING DAY IN A SAFARI
Colin Smith, Kenya
I felt like I was in the dragon’s lair. My chest started feeling weird, because I
suffered the luxury of too much safari, coffee, and buffet food for one evening. It
was Thanksgiving, and we celebrated it in Kenya.
We left a sand-struck village to tour the Maasai Mara park again. We stopped by
a river littered with Africa’s most dangerous animal: the Hippopotamus. A cliff
divided us, but I still felt too close for comfort.
They are basically herbivores, and their sharp teeth evolved not from eating meat
but fighting each other. With only their snouts and eyes visible they appeared
like dragons hiding behind a thick cloud of smoke. It’s their damn snorts and
chortles that get me the most.
I recalled their average running speed of over 20 miles per hour; their canines
that collectively span over 20 inches; and just the little fact they kill 2,900
humans a year—which is much, much more than lions. These little giants are a
close relative to the whale, and they often kill crocodiles.
This Thanksgiving day, I was thankful not to be mauled.
During the rest of our safari ride, my stomach grew upset. After a weekend of
watching giraffes, lions, and hippos, I was looking forward to spending time with
people.
But when we got back to our hotel, I wasn’t able to eat when I tried, and I could
hardly lie down without curling in the fetal position. It was the first Thanksgiving
that I didn’t gorge myself with stuffing, turkey, and pecan pie.
And that’s okay, because I’d probably get homesick if I ate something that was
trying to replicate our Michigan traditions—eating turkey without my mom’s
cranberry sauce at a five-star lodge just isn’t the same as being in a cramped
living room filled with family and close friends.
Instead, just like any other American on a Thanksgiving safari, I decided to rest
my chest on my bed and write about hippos.
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Kira Sandiford Reaching Out, Thailand
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DRIVING TO GRANADA
Kate Belew, Spain
I am still learning
that there is more
to life than to see the back
of someone else’s head
lying down in bed at night.
My bus stops near
an old hospital in Spain.
I look up and the wind
mills look down on me
like gods.

Like Lorca, I never reach Cordoba
or Seville. I never reach Valdepena
or Salamanca. I never travel to Galicia,
Valencia, or Bilbao, but at least I reach
my arms out. I stand over the city
of Granada and I don’t regret leaving him.

The back of his head lulling me to sleep
at night. I may have been safe, but
I was lonely.
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Margaret Rice On the Run, Australia
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In the middle is the glowing green cross of the hospital
where if you look hard enough on late nights
you can see slender man standing and waving

PANORAMA FROM APARTMENT E 38
Mallory Zink, Germany
Walk up the four flights of fake brick stairs
under the muggy wall of air from the glass ceiling
enter the last door possible
you will find a view.
To the far left is der Berg
in winter it is only a black forewarning
in the beginning of summer
you can see the lights of the Ferris wheel
and hear the Germans screaming “durch die Nacht.”
Next is the concrete ‘communist’ building

or
you can see Marky flicking his hospital room lights
on and off
S.O.S.
To the right are the Mary Poppins chimneys
one belongs to the Steinbach Brewery
a family of storks comes back every year
with rotating colors
brown and white and brown and white
To the far right is the church in Martin Luther Platz
the chimes seem to chime when it is good for them
periodically

the top floor hosts a grill loving family

it shines orange against the purple night sky

who eat every night at 20:00 precisely

to only be invisible at 3:00.

the middle level belongs to a choir

In between us all

who sing every Monday at 19:00 punctually

was the tree with the sad red balloon

the ground floor is where the kindergartners reside

tangled in his branches.

who scream outside at 9:00 promptly.

He still managed to change through the seasons
none the less.
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Petar Simic The High Country, Switzerland
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Faiz Khaja Development, Malaysia

Gabe Montesanti City Scape, New York
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DON’T LOOK DOWN
Annie Gough, Scotland

One of the best decisions I made while attending the University of Aberdeen
was to join the university’s Lairig Club, a.k.a. a group of people who really like to
climb mountains. I was only able to go on a couple of trips with the club, and yet the
friendships I made and the views I saw will stick with me forever.
It was a Friday in December, and the president of the club, Peter, informed me that
there was no overnight trip happening that weekend, but he and a couple of mates were
going rock-climbing on the coast for a day, and I could join. I accepted the invitation, and
immediately felt a pit in my stomach. I had only gone rock-climbing once before, and that
was two years ago.
The next day, we drove out of the city to the coast of Aberdeenshire. Peter’s two
friends introduced themselves as Alex and Gregg. On our drive we passed a decaying
castle and several flocks of sheep, naturally. We parked the car, divvied up supplies,
and walked down some rocky slopes and onto a leveled expanse of rock that kissed the
North Sea. We geared up, and I reminded the guys that I was an extremely inexperienced
climber.
“That’s alright,” Peter said. “I’ve got a bum shoulder at the moment, so we’ll do
some easy climbs.”
His idea of easy climbs and mine did not match up, but I used patience—and my
legs as much as possible—to help me up the cliff, again and again. Some of the routes I
could not complete. One route had enough lips and ledges to make it go by quickly, but
the last stretch was just out of reach. Peter completed the route first and sat at the top
of the wall. I struggled for some time on that ledge, trying to haul different limbs over the
top as Peter offered words of encouragement. Finally, to my delight and dread, he asked
me, “Do you, eh, want a hand?”
I confirmed, and after a solid minute of awkward tugging and laughing, I
scrambled to the top of the wall. The two of us sat there, each enjoying our own moment,
watching the sunlight shimmer across the sea and waves slosh onto the rocks far below
our dangling feet.
Peter announced we would belay down. In the spot of our descent, the rock
jutted out several feet, then sharply cut inward another few feet before reaching a stable
vertical form.
“When you reach the bottom of this first part,” Peter advised, “make sure to sit
back deep so you can jump to the other wall.”
I nodded, but apparently did not sit back enough, because as soon as I pushed off
from the edge I flipped upside down. I could hear Peter stifling a laugh when he asked if I
was okay. I assured him I was fine, righted myself, and chuckled my way down the wall.
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Emily Kotz Morning in Glencoe, Scotland
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Faiz Khaja Floating Village, Vietnam
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Courtney Wise Riding Yaks at Lake Tsomgo, India

David DeSimone Stassen zu den Alpen, Germany
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THE LOOP
Jane Huffman, Chicago
There was a woman sleeping on the train,
sleeping like she was asking to get her wallet
lifted, sleeping like the fivetosevenyearold
on her lap might have to be the one to wake her,
as if he, sleeping too, would be able to rouse
her enormous body in time to catch the doors
before the train doubled back and emptied
the businessmen and college students,
where it was clear this woman was not coming
from or going to—rather, she and her son slept
like that’s what their ticket said to do—“sleeping
car”—like on the old double decker trains
that used to run across the city and made me
wonder what it might be like to fall asleep
in one city and wake up in another, which
seemed like what this woman was trying to do,
given that she had a mountain of Louis
Vuitton luggage on the seat next to her,
and that she was bundled up not for a Chicago
spring but for a Michigan winter—you know
the kind, snow like the craters on the moon—
but this woman was on the Brown line,
which runs the loop and not nearly nothing
else this time of the week, but there she was,
all that luggage and the baby in the snowsuit,
going around and round in circles like she was
waiting for the time to pass, fast asleep as the day
is blue, and it made me wonder for the first time
in my life, what happens when the train stops
running – where do these sleeping people go?
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Allison Hammerly Arco del Cristo, Spain
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Kira Sandiford Doi Pui, Thailand
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Kaitlyn Greiner København i Sommertiden (Copenhagen in the Summertime), Denmark

Alex Werder Water Under the Bridge, China
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Kaitlyn Greiner Grachtengordel (The Canal Ring), Netherlands
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AN INTERN’S PERSPECTIVE: EATIQUETTE
Katherine Rapin, Philadelphia
When the pre-K and Kindergarten kids came down for the 1st lunch period, we
loaded up rolling carts with platters of burgers, and bowls of salad and roasted
potatoes. The ‘table captains’ came into the lunchroom first. They are responsible
for setting the table, filling up the cups with water, and bringing the plates of food
to their tables. And they get to wear chef’s coats. A kindergartener in a mini white
chef coat is arguably cuter than a puppy.
Once the tables are set the rest of the kids file in and sit down and chef Maria
announces the menu. There are ‘oooos’ as she mentions each item, and
enthusiastic cheers and applause follow “fresh oranges for dessert”. In unison the
kids say, “Thaaaaank you chef Mariiiiiaaaaa”, and start passing bowls and plates
around the table.
I know. It sounds too good to be true, cheesy even. When Eatiquette was first
described to me, I didn’t believe it either. But these kids are the proof. They eat
salad, they try new foods, they interact with one another. I once watched a pre-K
girl named Maya plow through a fish taco topped with cabbage slaw.
“That was the best fish taco I’ve ever had!” the five-year-old exclaimed when she
finished. These kids have learned through experience that this kind of food tastes
better and makes them feel better, and they appreciate it.
Not to say that they don’t struggle, like most kids, with the slimy pink cylinder
atop their burger. I watch as the buns come off and the tomato gets pushed off
onto the side of the plate, looks of disdain on the kids’ faces. The rule is, they have
to try at least one bite.
I sit and eat with the kids, and convince them to try a bite of whatever vegetable
they might be wary of. I know my persistence is worth it when just one kid says
“Oh, that’s actually kind of good!” after biting into a tomato for the first time.
This spurs the kid next to them to try it, and before you know it, no one’s afraid
of tomatoes anymore. They might not like them, but at least they know what they
taste like.
I think that the success of the program could be evaluated solely on the kids’
feedback. Sometimes I feel like I’m in a staged, Vetri Foundation commercial when
I hear their comments about lunch.
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Kira Sandiford The Boy and the Goat, Thailand
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LES SOEURS
Kelsey Donk, France
My host family often talks about the girls who came before
me. I know about the American food they cooked and the types of
activities they did. I know that I walk the same path Elizabeth used
to and I even take the same art class she did. I know that I sit in the
same place Marlene used to sit in the kitchen and I use the tea infuser
she left here as a present to Isabelle, my host mother.
Sometimes when I walk through this little town, I think about
these girls walking on the same streets and looking up at the Puy-deDôme like I do. I wonder if they loved the view out of our window as
much as I do. I wonder how they organized their clothes and shoes in
the little closet in our room. I wonder where they sat in the bus or if
they made friends with the conductor. I wonder if they liked Auvergne
honey on their toast as much as I do. I wonder if they ever rented
electric bicycles like I want to.
I think of all of these things as our things because we share
them. Or at least, they have shared them with me. My experiences
here have been touched by their experiences. My room, the view, my
path to school, my art class, my seat in the kitchen. All of these things
were handed down to me. I feel so grateful to them for guiding me,
though I’m sure they don’t realize they’ve done that.
I haven’t ever had an older sibling before. I haven’t ever had a
sister before. But I think I’m getting a sample of what getting really,
really nice hand-me-down clothes feel like. These clothes are clothes
I have longed for all my life and now I have them and I am so happy.
Whenever I wear them, I think of their original owners and how much
more beautiful these two girls made them. The best part about these
clothes is that they’re really experiences and memories.
Elizabeth’s and Marlene’s stories have inspired me to make
my own, to take advantage of some of the same opportunities they
did and then to find some more opportunities and take advantage of
those too. Having a little legacy to follow makes me feel good when I
get up in the morning, take a walk, and stop by a new place and talk
to new people. If there’s anything the stories of my predecessors have
taught me, it’s to profiter from every experience and to always learn.
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Olivia Bouchard Night Falls on the Louvre, France
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